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Abstract 

The ability to respond to hypnotic suggestibility (hypnotisability) is a stable trait which can be measured 

in a standardised procedure consisting of a hypnotic induction and a series of hypnotic suggestions. The 

SWASH is a 10-item adaptation of an established scale, the Waterloo-Stanford Group C Scale of 

Hypnotic Suggestibility (WSGC). Development of the SWASH was motivated by three distinct aims: 

to reduce required screening time, to provide an induction which more accurately reflects current 

theoretical understanding and to supplement the objective scoring with experiential scoring. 

Screening time was reduced by shortening the induction, removing two suggestions which may 

cause distress (dream and age regression) and by modifications which allow administration in 

lecture theatres, so that more participants can be screened simultaneously. Theoretical issues 

were addressed by removing references to sleep, absorption and eye fixation and closure. Data 

from 418 participants at the University of Sussex and the Lancaster University are presented, 

along with data from 66 participants who completed a re-test screening. The subjective and 

objective scales were highly correlated. The subjective scale showed good reliability and 

objective scale reliability was comparable to the WSGC. The addition of subjective scale 

responses to the post-hypnotic suggestion (PHS) item suggested a high probability that 

responses to PHS are inflated in WSGC screening. The SWASH is an effective measure of 

hypnotisability, which reflects changes in conscious experience and presents practical and 

theoretical advantages over existing scales.  
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Introduction 

Hypnosis involves reliable changes in experience which present a unique opportunity 

for experimentally investigating consciousness. In particular, the experience of 

involuntariness is central to hypnotic responding (Weitzenhoffer, 1980). Hypnosis is an 

effective tool for experimentally investigating alterations in the sense of agency or the 

experience of voluntary action (Haggard, Cartledge, Dafydd & Oakley, 2004; Lush et al, 

2017); thus, it creates illusions in agentic consciousness. Additionally, many highly 

hypnotisable people can experience vivid hallucinations or other altered sensory experiences; 

thus, hypnosis creates illusions in perceptual consciousness. That is, hypnosis can be used 

instrumentally for investigating a wide range of conscious experiences (Cardeña, 2014; 

Terhune, Cleeremans, Raz & Lynn, 2017).  However, hypnosis is under-used in comparison 

to established experimental methods of altering, for example, visual consciousness (e.g, 

continuous flash suppression; Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005) or bodily self-consciousness (e.g., the 

rubber hand illusion; Botvinick & Cohen, 1998). This relative lack of attention may be at 

least partly attributable to the barrier presented by the time-consuming process of identifying 

samples of varying hypnotisability for hypnosis research, and therefore there is a need for 

time-efficient procedures to increase the viability of hypnosis as a research tool.  

 Hypnotisability can be considered a stable trait (Piccione, Hilgard, and Zimbardo, 

1989), and empirical investigation of hypnosis commonly employs standardised scales in 

order to identify potential participants. While scale administration is a straightforward 

process which requires little training and requires no more than the ability to read a script 

(Kihlstrom, 2008), established inductions are unnecessarily long and fail to reflect 

contemporary theoretical understanding (Terhune & Cardeña, 2016; Woody & Barnier, 

2008). Here we present a revised version of an established scale, with the aim of creating a 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053810007000475?via%3Dihub#bib28
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053810007000475?via%3Dihub#bib28
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practical and theoretically relevant screening procedure which we hope will make hypnosis 

research more widely accessible to the consciousness research community. 

The development of the Sussex-Waterloo Scale of Hypnotisability (SWASH) has 

been guided by several distinct aims. First, we aimed to construct a time-efficient screening 

procedure. Second, we wanted to remove some allusions to theories which are no longer 

considered to be true. Third, we wanted to include an integrated experiential scale, as 

although hypnosis is characterised by changes in subjective experience, hypnotisability is 

often measured only according to objective criteria.  

The Waterloo-Stanford Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form C (WSGC; 

Bowers, 1993) is a 12-item scale adapted from the earlier SHSS:C (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 

1962), in which participants are screened individually. The WSGC was developed to have 

items more difficult than the group Harvard (Shor & Orne, 1962), which contains a relatively 

high proportion of easier ideomotor suggestions and therefore can fail to sufficiently identify 

high hypnotisables (Bowers, 1993; Laurence, Beaulieu-Prévost, & Du Chéné, 2008). 

 Woody and Barnier (2008) proposed a four-facet model for hypnotic suggestions in 

standardised scales, with items categorised as either direct or challenge suggestions which 

require either a motor or perceptual-cognitive response, and the WSGC contains a 

representative mix of these suggestion types. However, the WSGC can be time consuming to 

run, as sessions are administered to group sizes of a dozen or fewer and can take up to 90 

minutes to complete. Commonly, the highest and lowest scoring 10-15 percent of participants 

are identified as highly and low hypnotisable. Therefore, a large number of participants must 

be screened in order to obtain an acceptable sample sizes for studies which require these 

groups. At Sussex, screening with the WSGC typically involves approximately 900 minutes 

of screening to identify just 10-12 highly hypnotisable participants. In constructing the 
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SWASH, our primary aim was to reduce the time necessary to establish a participant pool, 

while retaining the difficult items used by the WSGC and the SHSS:C, so that people at the 

high end of hypnotisability can be still identified.  

We reduced screening time in two ways. First, session length was reduced by editing 

the WSGC induction and by reducing the number of suggestions. Second, the WSGC was 

modified for increased group size. We will first address the steps taken to decrease screening 

session time, and then the modification necessary for large group presentation. 

The common theme in hypnotic inductions is that they establish a hypnotic context 

for the period of time in which suggestions are delivered (Lynn, Maxwell & Green, 2017; 

Sheehan & Perry, 1976). There is evidence that the increase in response to suggestion 

attributable to hypnotic induction is small (Braffman & Kirsch, 1999; see Connors, Barnier, 

Coltheart et al, 2012, for an exception), and that any increase in responding over non-

hypnotic suggestibility may be attributable to the use of the word “hypnosis” (Gandhi & 

Oakley, 2005). Thus, a minimal condition for an induction to enhance response may be 

simply defining the context as one appropriate for hypnotic response. It is unclear exactly 

what else, if anything, may be needed to constitute a minimal context, but as there is evidence 

for very brief inductions being less effective (Klinger, 1970), we aimed to cut the induction to 

only around half its original length.  

While evidence for effects on responding is mixed (for a review see Terhune & 

Cardeña, 2016), the prevalence of relaxation instructions in hypnotic inductions suggest that a 

requirement for relaxation might be expected by many and therefore be useful for 

establishing the hypnotic context (Lynn, Maxwell & Green, 2017). Therefore, and although 

relaxation is not a necessary component of hypnotic inductions (Banyai & Hilgard, 1976; 
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Cardeña, 2004), we retained elements of the WSGC relating to relaxation and counting down 

in order to ensure the induction was long enough to meet participants’ possible expectations. 

 All direct references to sleep were removed from the induction script, as hypnosis is 

distinct from sleep (Hull, 1933). However, some references to tiredness were retained as part 

of the relaxation procedure. An analogy between hypnosis and inattention to the environment 

whilst driving was also removed, as being distracted or absorbed is not the same as hypnotic 

responding (the correlation of hypnotisability with absorption is about 0.3 and usually is not 

found if tested out of the hypnotic context; Laurence, Beaulieu-Prévost, & Du Chéné, 2008). 

Finally, eye fixation and closure (the Braid effect; Weitzenhoffer, Gough & Landes, 1959) is 

a feature of most hypnotic inductions, but comparison of inductions with and without eye 

fixation provides no evidence for an increase in suggestibility related to the effect 

(Weitzenhofer & Sakata, 1970). As a substantial proportion of the WSGC induction is related 

to eye closure, the removal of this material considerably shortened the induction. In total, the 

pre-suggestion induction script (including preliminary instructions) was cut from 1636 words 

to 873 words. In summary, the SWASH induction script retains some elements of the WSGC 

script intended to establish rapport and to motivate or reassure participants, suggestions of 

relaxation and a counting down procedure followed by a counting up de-induction. 

 

Screening time was further reduced by the removal of two perceptual-cognitive 

WSGC suggestions: dream and age regression. There have been reports of negative responses 

to the age regression suggestion (Cardeña & Terhune, 2009), and the dream suggestion also 

involves highly personalised experiences that may be negative (Hilgard, 1974). The WSGC 

contains a disproportionately high number of perceptual-cognitive suggestions (Woody & 

Barnier, 2008), so these items could be dropped without leaving this facet underrepresented. 
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Further, the average score on these two items matches that of the WSGC overall (age 

regression 6.1, Dream 4.4 = 5.3, mean WSGC = 5.8; Bowers, 1993), so the removal of these 

items does not change the level of difficulty of the scale as a whole. The SWASH therefore 

contains ten suggestion items: two motor (hand lowering; moving hands together), two motor 

challenge (arm rigidity; arm immobilisation), three perceptual-cognitive (mosquito 

hallucination; music hallucination; taste hallucination), two perceptual-cognitive challenge 

(amnesia; negative visual hallucination) and a post-hypnotic suggestion. For the post-

hypnotic suggestion, the suggestion is given before the deinduction begins. Participants are 

told that they will draw a tree in the corner of their booklet when they are instructed to open 

their booklets and also that they will forget this suggestion. The post-hypnotic suggestion 

item therefore combines a direct motor suggestion to draw with a perceptual cognitive 

challenge of amnesia (Woody & Sadler, 2008). 

With these adjustments, the total time to administer SWASH is around 40 minutes 

rather than approximately 90. Because it can be administered to more people simultaneously 

(it has been tested with up to 50), establishing a participant pool with the WSGC should take 

almost 10% of the time required by the WSGC. 

The negative visual hallucination suggestion was modified for large group 

presentation. The WSGC negative hallucination suggestion involves placing three coloured 

balls in the centre of the room. In the SWASH, a picture of three coloured balls are presented 

on a slide. Some minor modifications to other suggestions were made to improve universality 

(in particular for non-native English speakers). Baseball and billiard ball were replaced by 

bowling ball for the arm heaviness suggestion and Jingle Bells was replaced by Happy 

Birthday for the music hallucination, as it is perhaps the most widely recognised song 

worldwide (Brauneis, 2010).  
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The WSGC relies on behavioural scoring to generate a pass or fail score for each 

item. However, it is not the visible physical responses to suggestion but the experience which 

accompanies the suggested behaviour which is of particular interest in hypnotic responding. 

A subjective scale has been developed for the WSGC (Kirsch, Milling & Burgess, 1998), but 

unfortunately has received little attention from researchers. The SWASH subjective scale is 

similar to this existing scale, with responses to questions regarding the veridicality of the 

suggested experience recorded on a scale between 0 and 5.  

The SWASH differs from the earlier scale in requiring two subjective responses to the 

post-hypnotic suggestion (PHS) item. The PHS in the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic 

Susceptibility, Form A (HGSHS:A; Shor & Orne, 1962) requires participants to touch their 

ankles following a signal but not to remember doing so. Sadler & Woody (2004) have 

criticised objective scoring of this item on the basis that it cannot exclude ‘spurious passes’ 

that include actions experienced as voluntary and with full memory of the suggestion. 

Similarly, the WSGC PHS suggestion is passed if participants draw a tree in their booklet. 

However, the suggestion states that participants will draw a tree but forget that they were told 

to do so. For the SWASH, therefore, a PHS response only receives a subjective score if 

participants report both an urge to draw a tree and some amnesia about hearing the 

suggestion. We anticipate that this approach is likely to identify a substantial number of 

spurious passes for this item. 

Participants often report spontaneous experiences which occur following a hypnotic 

induction, and such effects have previously been measured by subjective ratings of hypnotic 

‘depth’ (e.g., Tart, 1970). As such depth ratings can correlate with response to suggestion, it 

has been suggested that induction depth could act as a proxy measure of hypnotisability 

(Wagstaff, Cole & Brunas-Wagstaff, 2008). We included such a rating of depth in order to 
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investigate this possibility and as a check that the edited induction produced hypnotic depth 

experiences. 

The purpose of this study was to produce a more efficient version of the WSGC, 

measuring hypnotisability across the range of ability, potentially opening hypnosis research 

up to a greater number of researchers who might otherwise be put off by the impracticalities 

of screening. 
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Method 

 

Participants 

Four-hundred and twenty-nine participants were recruited to undergo a hypnotic 

screening procedure at the University of Sussex or at Lancaster University. Eleven 

participants were excluded for incomplete data, so data from 418 participants (331 female, 87 

male) were analysed, of which 331 participated at the University of Sussex. The mean age of 

participants was 19.9 years (SD = 4.0). Participants at the University of Sussex were invited 

to return for a retest screening approximately two months after their initial screening and 

retest data was recorded for 66 participants. Psychology student participants received course 

credits, and no other compensation was offered.  

Materials 

An induction and suggestion script was adapted from the WSGC (Bowers, 1998). 

Participants recorded their responses in a booklet adapted from the WSGC. This contained 

subjective responses on a scale from 0 to 5. There were two versions of the booklet used. The 

second booklet differed from the first only in the addition of anchoring labels at each end of 

the scale used to record each subjective response. Anchoring labels were added to the second 

version of the booklet to reduce the possibility of erroneous responses to the subjective scale 

items. These restate the instructions provided in the text. For example, for item 2, “Moving 

hands together”, participants are provided with the following instruction: 

“On a scale from 0 to 5, how strongly did you feel a force between your hands, where 

0 means you felt no force at all and 5 means you felt a force so strong it was as if your hands 

were real magnets?” 
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The label “No force” is provided alongside 0 on the scale and the label “Strong force” 

alongside 5 on the scale. 

Approximately half of the participants completed each booklet, with 206 participants 

completing booklet 1 and 212 completing booklet 2. For the repeat screening, 59 participants 

completed booklet 2 on both occasions and 6 completed booklet 1. The second version of the 

booklet (containing anchoring labels) is recommended for future screenings and is available 

at https://osf.io/wujk8/. 

A slide containing a picture of three coloured balls (green, blue and red) presented in 

a triangular formation on a black background was projected onto a screen at the front of the 

lecture theatre during the screening. 

Procedure 

Participants were screened in a lecture theatre in groups of up to 50 and were 

instructed to leave a seat free between them and the next participant in order to allow freedom 

for arms to move (e.g. during the magnetic hands suggestion). A slide instructing participants 

to turn off their mobile phones was displayed, along with information about the length of the 

procedure. Before the session began, participants were instructed to fill in the front of the 

booklet with their personal information and then to sit back in their chair. The experimenter 

then thanked participants for their attendance and introduced his or her self and informed 

participants how long the procedure would take before reading from the script. The script 

contained a brief introductory passage and an induction.  

 

Analyses 

https://osf.io/wujk8/
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Mean objective and subjective scores were calculated. The scores for each version of 

the booklet were compared for objective and subjective scales. Data from the two booklets 

were then combined for subsequent analyses. 

Objective scores were scored according to the WSGC booklet (Bowers, 1998). Each 

item has a dichotomous response which is recorded as a pass or fail (scored as 1 or 0). For 

example, for item 2, Moving hands together, participants report whether or not their hands 

were less than 6 inches apart after 10 seconds. Subjective scores were taken on a 0-5 scale for 

each item. For example, for item 2, moving hands together the following instruction was 

given for subjective response: “On a scale from 0 to 5, how strongly did you feel a force 

between your hands, where 0 means you felt no force at all and 5 means you felt a force so 

strong it was as if your hands were real magnets?” 

For two suggestions there were two subjective responses requested. For ‘taste’ these 

were about the experience of ‘sweet’ and ‘sour’ suggestions and for the post-hypnotic 

suggestion item there were questions relating to experienced urge and to amnesia. 

 

Objective scale scores between 0 and 10 for each participant were calculated by 

summing the successful objective responses for that participant. Subjective scale scores 

between 0 and 5 were calculated from the average of subjective scale responses. The final 

subjective response score for taste is the mean of the sweet and sour responses. For the post-

hypnotic suggestion, the geometric mean of the urge and amnesia responses for the item was 

calculated, so that a subjective response for this item would be zero if either of the 

components of the suggestion did not generate a subjective response.  

An additional measure of induction depth was taken: “On a scale from 0 to 5, to what 

degree did you enter a hypnotic state, where 0 means your general state of consciousness was 
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just the same as normal, 1 means you were slightly hypnotized and 5 means you entered very 

deep hypnosis?” 

Scale validity was investigated by correlation analysis of subjective and objective 

scales, point biserial correlations between objective and subjective responses for each item 

and by comparison with data for the SWASH item responses from a 2014 WSGC screening 

of 202 participants. In all but 4 cases, N was greater than 100. However, there were 66 

participants in the return screening sample and 3 point-biserial correlations in which the 

sample which passed the suggestion by objective criteria was below 100: Music (N = 21), 

Negative hallucination (N = 41) and amnesia (N = 61). The ratio of variances in point-biserial 

correlations was more than 3 for 2 (out of ten) suggestions: Music hallucination and Negative 

visual hallucination. For comparison, non-parametric correlations (Spearman’s rank 

coefficient) are reported for point-biserial and test-retest correlations in the supplemental 

material. 

Reliability of objective and subjective scales was checked with coefficient omega, an 

alternative to Cronbach’s alpha which overcomes some of alpha’s known deficiencies (Dunn, 

Baguley & Brunsden, 2014).  Reliability was further examined by calculating the omega 

coefficient when each SWASH suggestion was dropped on each scale, the corrected same 

scale item-total correlations and test-retest correlations. 

To investigate how well the induction depth rating reflects the subjective and 

objective scales, correlations between strength of induction and each scale/item were run. 

Finally, we compared the classification of participants into high, medium and low 

hypnotisable groups across the WSGC (with the dream suggestion and age regression 

suggestion responses removed) and the objective SWASH responses. We identified a cut-off 

for low and high hypnotisables that was close to 15% of the sample (a percentage commonly 
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used to define high and low hypnotisables; Barnier & McConkey, 2004) for the lowest and 

high scorers and then applied these cut-offs to the WSGC data.  

 

95% Confidence Intervals are reported throughout, which can be interpreted as 95% 

Credibility Intervals with uniform priors. 

Results 

Scores 

Objective scores on booklet 1 were very similar to scores on booklet 2, with a mean 

difference in score of 3.70 vs 3.61 = .09 (SE = .18), 95% CI [-26, .44]. Subjective scores 

across the two booklets were also similar, with a mean difference in score of 3.44 vs 3.28 

=.17 (SE = .16), 95% CI [-15, .48]. There was a difference in correlations between objective 

and subjective scores across the two booklets of just .71 vs .68 = .03, 95% CI [-.07 0.13]. 

Therefore, results from the two booklets were combined. Mean score out of ten on the 

objective scale was 3.7 (SD = 1.8) and mean subjective score out of five was 1.7 (SD = .8). 

 Validity 

 There was a high correlation between objective and subjective scales, r(418) = .70, 

95% CI [.65, .75], providing support for the validity of the subjective scale. Table 1 shows 

mean subjective score and point biserial correlations between objective and subjective 

responses for each item.  Objective and subjective responses were all at least moderately 

correlated, (with a mean coefficient of .46) except for the post-hypnotic suggestion to draw a 

tree. The subjective response for this item was calculated as the geometric mean of a 

participant’s responses to two questions: the first about their urge to draw a tree and the 

second about amnesia for the suggestion. While urge to draw correlated reasonably with 
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objective response, r(418) = .54, 95% CI [.47, .60], the plausible range of for correlations 

between objective response and  amnesia for the suggestion was small, r(418) = -.09, 95% CI 

[-.18, .01]. The plausible range for the correlation between urge and amnesia questions was 

also small, r(418) = .01, 95% CI [-.09, .11] 
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Suggestion M SD rpb 

1. Hand lowering 3.4 1.3 .46 [.38, .53] 

2. Moving hands together 2.9 1.4 .33 [.24, .41] 

3. Mosquito hallucination 1.0 1.4 .65 [.59, .70] 

4. Taste hallucination 1.4 1.3 .65 [.59, .70] 

5. Arm rigidity 2.7 1.5 .57 [.50, .63] 

6. Arm immobilisation 2.3 1.5 .44 [.36, .51] 

7. Music hallucination .23 .7 .56 [.49, .62] 

8. Negative visual hallucination .43 1.1 .49 [.41, .56] 

9. Amnesia 1.4 1.3 .34 [.25, .42] 

10.  Posthypnotic suggestion .93 1.4 .14 [.04, .23] 

 

Table 1. Mean subjective score and point biserial correlations between behavioural and 

experiential scoring of suggestions 

Table 2 shows percentage of objective suggestions passed on the 2014 WSGC run at 

Sussex and the SWASH from 2014-2016. Scores are comparable between SWASH and 

Sussex except for negative hallucination, PHS and amnesia. 
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Suggestion SWASH   WSGC    

1. Hand lowering 71.8 77.2 

2. Moving hands together 76.8 76.7 

3. Mosquito hallucination 26.1 27.7 

4. Taste hallucination 30.9 29.7 

5. Arm rigidity 54.9 68.3 

6. Arm immobilisation 36.4 46.5 

7. Music hallucination 5.0 5.9 

8. Negative visual hallucination 9.3 21.8 

9. Amnesia 14.6 5.9 

10.  Posthypnotic suggestion 39.5 24.3 

 

Table 2: Comparison of Sussex 2014 WSGC and SWASH percentage of participants passing 

each suggestion on the objective criterion  

Reliability 

Omega for the objective scale was 0.53, 95% CI [.44, .60], suggesting that internal 

consistency was not high for this scale. For the subjective scale, omega was considerably 

higher, .83 (SE = .013) 95% CI [.80, .85], indicating good internal consistency for this scale 

(for comparison, Cronbach’s alpha point estimates were .52 for objective and .82 for 

subjective scales). 2014 WSGC data at Sussex also had low reliability, with omega .56, 95% 

CI [.46, .66] for all 12 WSGC suggestions and omega = .47, 95% CI [.31, .57] for the WSGC 

with just the ten items shared with the SWASH included.  
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  Table 3 shows omega coefficient if the item is dropped for each SWASH suggestion 

on each scale. Point estimates of the coefficient were lower in all cases on the subjective 

scale. However, omega was slightly higher for the objective scale (but not for the subjective 

scale) post-hypnotic suggestion item. 

 Objective omega  Subjective omega  

1. Hand lowering .52 [.44, .60] .81 [.78, .84] 

2. Moving hands together .52 [.44, .53] .82 [.79, .85] 

3. Mosquito hallucination .49 [.41, .57] .82 [.79, .84] 

4. Taste hallucination .46 [.37, .54] .81 [.77, .83] 

5. Arm rigidity .44 [.33, .53] .80 [.77, .83] 

6. Arm immobilisation .50 [.41, .57] .80 [.77, .83] 

7. Music hallucination .52 [.44, .59] .82 [.80, .85] 

8. Negative visual hallucination .50 [.42, .57] .83 [.80, .85] 

9. Amnesia .51 [.48, .61] .81 [.78, .84] 

10.  Posthypnotic suggestion .55 [.48, .61] .82 [.79, .84] 

 

Table 3. OMEGA (if item dropped) (95% CI in brackets) 

Table 4 shows item-total correlations. Each item was correlated with the corrected 

total scale score, in which for each correlation the total is recalculated without that item. 

However, while item-total correlations for the subjective scale were substantial (mean r = 

.51) , the objective scale item-total correlations were on average small (mean r = .22).  
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 Objective r  Subjective r  

1. Hand lowering .19 [.10, .28] .53 [.46, .60] 

2. Moving hands together .20 [.11, .29] .48 [.40, .55] 

3. Mosquito hallucination .24 [.15, .33] .50 [.42, .57] 

4. Taste hallucination .32 [.23, .40] .59 [.52, .65] 

5. Arm rigidity .36 [.27, .44] .61 [.55, .67] 

6. Arm immobilisation .23 [.14, .32] .62 [.56, .68] 

7. Music hallucination .12 [.02, .21] .34 [.25, .42] 

8. Negative visual hallucination .25 [.16, .34] .35 [.26, .43] 

9. Amnesia .18 [.09, .27] .55 [.48, .61] 

10.  Posthypnotic suggestion .11 [.01, .20] .57 [.50, .63] 

 

Table 4. Corrected same scale item-total correlations for objective and subjective scores 

(95% CI in brackets). 

Test/re-test reliability 

Objective score on retest (M = 4.0, SD = 2.0) was not strongly correlated with the 

original objective score of those taking part in the retest (M = 3.7, SD = 2.0), r(66) = .56, 95% 

CI [.37, .71]. However, there was a strong correlation between mean re-test subjective score, 

M = 3.1 (SD = 1.9) and the original subjective score of those taking part in the retest (M = 

3.4, SD = 1.6, r(66) = .77, 95% CI = [.65, .85].  

Objective return score correlated highly with subjective return score, r(66) =.81, [.71, 

.88].  
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Induction correlations 

Mean induction rating was 2.3 (SD = 1.1). The induction rating correlated well with 

the objective score, r(418) = .44,  95% CI [.36, .51] and with the subjective score r(418) = 

.62,  95% CI [.56, .68]. 

 Table 5 shows correlations between induction depth score and individual items on 

each scale. All subjective items correlated moderately with the induction depth. For the 

objective scale, plausible ranges of correlations were small to moderate. 

 Objective Subjective  

1. Hand lowering .24 [.15, .32] .47 [.39, .54] 

2. Moving hands together .12 [.02, .21] .43 [.35, .51] 

3. Mosquito hallucination .16 [.07, .25] .34 [.25, .42] 

4. Taste hallucination .34 [.25, .42] .43 [.35, .51] 

5. Arm rigidity .29 [.20, .38] .47 [.39, .54] 

6. Arm immobilisation .17 [.08, .26] .42 [.34, .50] 

7. Music hallucination .06 [-.04, .16] .21 [.12, .30] 

8. Negative visual hallucination .19 [.10, .28] .25 [.16, .34] 

9. Amnesia .22 [.13, .31] .45 [.37, .52] 

10.  Posthypnotic suggestion .07 [-.03, .16] .32 [.23, .40] 

 

Table 5: Correlations between induction depth score and individual items on each scale  

 

Concordance between classification into high and low hypnotisable groups between 

SWASH and WSGC scales 
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13% of SWASH participants scored 1 or below and 15.1% scored 5 or above. Applying these 

cut-offs to the WSGC data revealed that 5% of WSGC participants scored 1 or below and 

13.9% scored 5 and above. The highest score on the WSGC data was 8, while 1% of SWASH 

participants scored 9 or 10.  
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Discussion 

We tested participants on the Sussex-Waterloo Scale of Hypnotisability (SWASH), a 

modified version of the Waterloo-Stanford Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility. The 

subjective scale of the SWASH showed good reliability and objective scale reliability was 

comparable to that of the WSGC. Although the study design does not allow us to disentangle 

any particular element of the induction, we report no evidence for a substantial decline in 

scores over the WSGC. We suggest, therefore that, a simple relaxation procedure with 

counting down and repeated use of the word hypnosis is sufficient to generate response to 

hypnotic suggestions comparable to the WSGC. 

We found good reliability for the subjective scale, but not for the objective scale. It is 

not surprising that a scale based on ratings outperforms one based on dichotomous items. We 

therefore suggest recruiting for experiments using either the subjective score or a combined 

objective and subjective score. For example, one could take the simple mean of the two 

scores (with the subjective score multiplied by two to be on a 0-10 scale), as we report in 

Lush, Naish & Dienes, 2016. 

The strength of the correlation between objective and subjective SWASH scales 

suggests that the subjective scale is a valid measure of hypnotisability. However, the post-

hypnotic suggestion item showed only a weak correlation between objective and subjective 

responses. This issue arose as a result of breaking the subjective response to this item down 

into the two components of the suggestion: urge to perform the action and amnesia for the 

suggestion. While there was a relationship between successfully responding to the suggestion 

on the objective criterion (by drawing a tree) and reporting an urge to respond, relatively few 

participants who drew a tree reported amnesia for the suggestion. This suggests that post-

hypnotic suggestions scored solely on objective criteria produce an unacceptably high level 
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of false positives. In our sample more than half of the objective passes to the PHS suggestion 

did not pass the subjective criteria. If only those reporting a high level of amnesia (4-5 on the 

subjective scale) are included, the pass rate is less than 5%, (or 2.1% for full amnesia). It is 

therefore likely that the rate of successful post-hypnotic responding has been over-estimated 

in previous WSGC samples (and indeed screens from other scales). As researchers routinely 

recruit for hypnosis experiments based on overall scores on a scale, this systematic confound 

is likely to have resulted in a substantial number of falsely inflated hypnotisability scores. As 

Sadler & Woody (2004, p.151) have argued, the continued use of unmodified PHS 

suggestions "represents a triumph of tradition over science". 

Objective scale SWASH pass rates were numerically low compared to the WSGC for 

negative visual hallucination and for motor challenge suggestions, and numerically high for 

post hypnotic suggestion and amnesia; overall similar means were reported for both scales, 

the population difference likely being no larger than 0.46. It is possible that this is a result of 

different response rates across the cohorts. However, it is also possible that some or all of 

these numerical differences are attributable to methodological changes, e.g., increased group 

size or modifications to the induction. In particular, the reduction in successful response to 

the negative hallucination item may result from the changes necessary to present the visual 

stimulus in a group setting. However, further studies would be required to establish whether 

the observed response rates to particular items represent real differences between the scales, 

if so, why they occur, and whether or not they have any implications for participant 

recruitment.  

Woody and Barnier (2008) point out that while factor analyses over many suggestions 

indicates a single underlying factor of hypnotisability, there remain sub-factors consistent 

with specific capacities (namely for response to motor and perceptual-cognitive suggestions 

in direct or challenge forms.)  Thus, researchers may wish to select not only or even on 
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overall score, but on specific suggestions most relevant to the suggestions that will be used in 

specific further studies. 

According to Weitzenfoffer (1980), the experience of involuntariness is what 

distinguishes a hypnotic response from a voluntary action. Here, we employed a subjective 

scale of veridicality as this may be an indirect index of the experience of involuntariness 

(people experience e.g., hallucinations as real because they don’t experience their intention in 

generating the experience; Dienes & Perner, 2007). However, given the centrality of the 

experience of involuntariness to hypnotic responding, future scales might benefit from the 

inclusion of a scale which directly taps this experience. Using scales developed for the SHSS: 

C, Bowers (1981) reported that 20% of responses considered successful by behavioural 

criteria were not accompanied by the classical suggestion effect and Bowers, Laurence & 

Hart (1988) reported that 20% of failed responses were accompanied by reports of the 

experience of involuntariness. However, directly asking questions about involuntariness may 

not be straightforward as for certain suggestions they can be confusing for participants 

(Kirsch & Braffman, 2001) and reported changes in sense of agency may reflect different 

underlying factors (Polito, Barnier & Woody, 2013). 

In summary, the Sussex Waterloo Scale of Hypnotisability is an effective instrument 

for measuring hypnotisability. The scale offers considerable practical and theoretical 

advantages over existing scales which tap a similarly wide range of hypnotic experience. The 

procedure can be administered to large groups of participants in a lecture hall setting and 

completed well within the time period of a typical lecture. It therefore can be employed to 

rapidly establish a participant pool for hypnosis-related research. We hope that it makes 

hypnosis studies practical for researchers interested in investigating reliable experimental 

manipulation of conscious experience. 
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Data available at https://osf.io/wujk8/ 
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